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Experimental thermal study of a solar wall of composite type
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Abstract

The useof solarenergyfor the heatingof buildings,via storagewalls,hasbeenextensivelystudiedand severalcomponents
havebeen
developedsincethe Trombe works. The standard Trombe wall has two main drawbacks. During cold and cloudy winter days, it causes
importantheatlossesandthusdiscomfortto the occupants.In summerit createsimportantandundesiredinputs.Thesedrawbackscanbe
eliminatedby a morecomplexdesignsuchasthecompositeTrombewall. In connectionwith architectssuchasJ. Michel, we designeda
massivesolarwall, with aninsulatingpanellocatedjust behindit. A ventilatedair layerexistsbetweenthispanelandthewall. Ventslocated
at thetop andthe bottomof the insulatingpanelallow air circulationandthusenergyinputsto thebuilding.A prototypewasbuilt into a test
cell at Cadarache
andwastestedfor 2 years.Thisallowedvariousclimaticconditionsandoperationmodesto beexamined.Weusedtangential
gradienttype heat fluxmetersto determinethe thermophysicalpropertiesof the massivewall andwe quantifiedthe heattransfersin the
ventilatedlayer andto thebuilding.The dataobtainedarenowbeingusedasinput for a softwareto assess
theperformanceof thisimproved
component.
Keywords:

Thermal study; Solar wall

1. Introduction
b The use of solar energy for the heating of buildings,
through storage walls, has been the object of many studies
sincethe works of Trombe [ l-3 I. The standardTrombe wall
sufferslargethermal lossesduring cold andlesssunnyperiods
as well as undesirableenergy transfersin the summer.With
the help of architects and particularly J. Michel, we have
designeda solar wall of composite type which includes an
insulating panel located at the back of the storagewall which
eliminates the previously mentioned drawbacks. Energy is
transferred from the outside to the inside by conduction
through the massivewall and then by convection, using the
phenomenonof thermocirculation of air betweenthe wall and
the insulating partition. This wall was built into a test cell of
Genecat Cadarache( in southeasternFrance), andwastested
under realistic operating conditions.
We have instrumented and worked with it for more than
one year in order to study its operation during the heating
period and during the summer. The main originality of this
work is the useof heat thermal fluxmeters. Thesesensorsare
particularly interesting astheir slight thickness ( = 0.2 mm)
and their metallic nature (of a printed circuit type) do not
interfere when conducting measurements.Their time con0378-7788/97/$17.00
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stant of I s makes them a perfectly adapted instrument for
the study of heat transfer under variable operating conditions
[4,51.
In this article, we presenthow, by usingthe signaltreatment
methodsand by playing on the emissivity of the sensors,we
can obtain very preciseinformation about the thermal-physical characteristicsof the massivewall and the heatexchanges
(conductive, radiative and convective) which have a great
effect on the energy performance of the solar component.

2. Experimental set-up
The experiment was performed in a rural environment in
southeasternFrance at Cadarache (latitude: 43” 39’ 18” N;
longitude: 5’ 46’ 21” E; altitude: 268 m).
The test cell consistsof a singleroom. The underfloor space
and the attic are subjectedto natural ventilation. The dimensionsof the cell are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The south fasade
consistsof a Trombe wall of compositetype.
The storagewall is made up of solid concrete blocks. An
insulating panel was placed around the sidesof the storage
wall to reducelateral heat losses.The insulating wall limiting
the ventilated air layer is placed on a wooden frame and can
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Fig. 1. Vertical cross section of the test cell.
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Fig. 2. Horizontal cross section of the test cell.

be moved in order to allow accessto the instrumentation.This
wooden frame also limits the heat transfer between the air
and the concrete blocks.
This paragraph details the instrumentation set-up as well
asthe location of someof the sensors(Figs. 3 and 4).
Many sensorswere used:
l
8 heat fluxmeters of tangential gradient type (dimension:
15X 15 cm), of average sensitivity 0.100 mV m*/W
including an integrated type T thermocouple;
0 9 of type K thermocouples;
l 2 hot wire anemometers;
0 3 air temperatureprobes;
0 1 dry resultant temperatureprobe (black globe) ;

0 3 pyranometers measuringthe solar vertical global flux,
the solar horizontal global flux and the horizontal diffuse
flux, respectively;
l
1 outside temperatureprobe;
0 1 anemometermeasuringthe wind speedat 10 m above
ground level.
Inside the ventilated air layer, an aluminum film (low
emissivity in IR) placed on someheat fluxmeters allows the
convective heat flux ( FcvT, F,.+,, FcVB) exchanged between
the wall andthe air circulating in the air layer to be evaluated.
The heat fluxmeters, covered by black film, allow the global
flux exchangedto be measured;in other words, the radiative
flux exchanged between the wall and the insulating panel
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Fig. 3. Vertical

cross section of the composite

wall

facing the sensor + the convective flux cited earlier. The integrated thermocouples of these heat fluxmeters will determine
an average wall temperature.

3. Experimental

air, a slight depressiondue to natural convection displaces
the film from the vent. On the other hand, the plastic film is
pressedagainstthe vent which prevents any circulation in the
air layer.

results

3.1. Winter period
The first year measurements revealed several phenomena
and led us to certain conclusions.
After the study of the exchanges inside the exterior air
layer, the space between the outside face of the wall and the
transparent cover was set at 3 cm in order to maximize the
solar supplies and to reduce thermal losses. In order to limit
night losses, the glazing was replaced by a transparent polycarbonate sheet, which has a lower solar transmission
(7” 0.60) but also a lower heat loss coefficient.
An inverse thermosiphon phenomenon was observed during days with less or no sun in the winter. Indeed, when the
wall becomes colder than the room, a circulation of air, from
the upper vent to the lower vent, takes place and cools the
room. To avoid this phenomenon, two systems were tested.
(i) The first consistsin putting a flexible plastic film on
the lower vent. The position of this film varies according to
the direction of the flow. In the casewhere the wall heatsthe

Thermosiphon

Inverse
thermosiphon

(ii) The second consists of a system which controls a
motorized shutter with the help of a heat fluxmeter via an
electronic commandbox.

Thermosiphon

Inverse
thermosiphon

The heat fluxmeter placed on the inside of the storagewall
gives the necessaryinformation to the commandbox. When
the flux is positive, the shutter is open and when negative,
closed. In the summerposition, the shutter closeswhen the
flux is positive and opens when the flux is negative. This
operation can sometimeslead to cooling.
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Fig. 5. Winter measurements.
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Figs. 5 and 6 indicate the temperature and flow rate levels
recorded during two winter days. They show the proper operation of the wall. One must note the temperature levels
reached by the storage mass (68°C during the second day on
the outside part, 38°C on the inside part) and the temperature
of the air outlet (T,,) reaches 30°C. The air flow rate reaches
70 m3/h in the beginning of the evening. It should also be
pointed out that on the first day, following a bad day, the wall
being completely discharged, the inverse thermosiphon is
avoided (from 6 to 10 a.m.) thanks to the motorized shutter.
3.2. Summer period
Fig. 7 indicates first that the solar incident flux is less in
the summer on a vertical plane surface oriented south (900
W/m2 in winter, 500 W/m* in the summer), due to the
position of the sun. Moreover, the insulating panel plays its
role of barrier against undesirable inputs during the summer
period (the temperature of the insulating panel on the inside
facing is equivalent to the room temperature).
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4. Characterization

of the wall

4.1. Conductive transfers
The work on thermal characterization of the massive wall
which makes up the element of energy storage was done in
collaboration with Defer [ 61. We used the formalism of the
thermal quadripole which consists in linking, by a transfer
matrix, the variables, thermal flux +and temperature 8, measured on each wall surface [ 71. Previous studies have shown
the interest in substituting the flux and temperature base variables for the four generalized variables, C+, A& C0 and
A 8, which are linear combinations.
The sum of the flux:
w(t)

= 4,(t) +42(f)

The difference of the flux:
A4(t)

=4,(t)

-422(f)

The sum of the temperatures:
D(r)

= 8,(t) + e*(t)
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The difference of the temperatures:
A@(t) = e,(t) -t&(t)

A&w)

=Z,(w)

C+(w)

m4

=Zs(w)

A+(W)

with:

19,( t) ; +i (t) : temperature and flux of side 1
O,(r) ; d+(t) : temperature and flux of side 2

Z,(w) =-1

th S
02

b(JW)“’

In the case of a heat transfer through a homogeneous wall,
this formalism allows two decoupled modes to be shown. The
transfer mode (Z,) which associates the C$ and A 8 variables
is representative of the heat transfer through the system. The
‘storage’ mode (Z,) which associates the A 4 and A f3variables is representative of the sensible heat storage and storagedepletion procedures of the system. Here, the two modes are
independent. These general results led to interesting applications in the time domain area [ 81. In the frequency domain,
the Z, and Z, functions are homogeneous at generalized impedances which are characteristic of the thermal operation of
the system.

Xl
coth 2
0

Z,(o) =_I

b(Jo)“*

x 1= Jk lizl
0a
in which a is the thermal diffusivity, 1the wall thickness,b
the thermal effusivity.
In order to characterize the massivewall, flux and temperature sensorswere thus placed on its two sides.The signals
obtained (FglobM,Fext, TSMITs,,,) are the result of only the
interactions between the wall and its natural environment. A
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period of about 15 days of measurements, with an acquisition
step of 5 min, was used to characterize the wall. Four days of
this period are shown in Fig. 8.
By taking the product and the ratio of the generalized
impedances deduced from the measurements and by comparing them to the values given by the model, we can evaluate
the effusivity (b) and the diffusivity (a), which are the essential thermal-physical characteristics of the massive wall.
Effusivity: b= 1460 J K-’ mP2 s”*
Diffusivity:a=4.8X10P7m2sThe absence of laboratory samples did not allow a classical
validation. To verify the results, the values obtained were
injected in the convolution equation linking the difference of
temperature to the sum of the flux [ 91. From the determination of the indicial response, we show that:
L$(t)=~

[ 1+2;: k=lex p (-“~‘“‘)]@3~

0 = product of convolution.
Fig. 9 shows the results of the product of convolution
between the derivative of the difference in temperatures by
the theoretical indicial response compared to the experimenFlux
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tal sum of flux. We observe an excellent superposition of the
profiles.
An equivalent relation links the sum of the temperatures
to the difference of the flux. The same operation was performed by convoluting the derivative of the sum of the temperatures and the theoretical indicial response according to
the following relation:
-a(2k+

1)Vt
l2

sum measured
sum calculated
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dC0(t)
dt

Fig. 10 shows the results of the calculated value of A 4( t)
compared to the curve obtained experimentally. The two evolutions are very close.
The results obtained in the time domain validate the characterization procedure developed in the frequency domain
and illustrate the duality of the time-frequency representations. The characterizations performed allow us to simulate
the flux evolutions from the temperature recordings on the
two sides of the wall. They also allow evaluation of parameters useful for the thermal simulation model of the Trombe
composite such as:

Flux
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flux
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Hour
and calculated flux differences

as a function

of time.
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(i) thermal conductivity
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of the massive part of the wall

(A);
(ii) the pC product (thermal storage capacity).
4.2. Signal transfer through the wall
After the determination of the thermal-physical characteristics of the wall, we concentrated our efforts on the time lag
existing between the external thermal solicitations and the
energy coming into the cell after having crossed the massive
wall. In order to accomplish this, it is convenient to use the
treatment by cross-correlation
function [ 10,111 which
expresses the statistical dependence between two physical
variables (x(t) and y(t) ) :
T

I&(T)

= lim i
T-r

x(t)y(t+T)

dt
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detected 1 h 40 min before the temperature signal. This interesting phenomenon could be used in heating regulation systems. Indeed, a regulation system using heat fluxmeters could
act more rapidly on the heating system and thus yield a more
homogeneous room temperature.
The calculation of the intercorrelation of the Fextand FglobM
signals (see Fig. 12) indicates that 5 h 50 min are required
for the thermal flux to ‘cross’ the wall. This time lag depends
on the nature and the thickness of the storage wall. In our
case, the solar input received in the afternoon is only transmitted towards the inside of the room in the evening.
The calculation of the intercorrelation function between
the flux and the temperature ( TSM and F,,,,,)
on the inside
face of the wall indicates that there is no time lag between
these two signals, thus verifying Newton’s
law which
expresses flux as a linear function of temperature.

I
0

The rdelay, for which the maximum of the intercorrelation
function takes place, is characteristic of the ‘crossing time’
of the system. When two processes are not correlated:
R,,( 7) = 0. A treatment over several periods allows us to
precisely determine the time lags. Let us apply this method
to the flux and temperature signals measured on both sides of
the massive wall.
4.2.1. Treatment of experimental signals
Fig. 11 shows the signals measured over a 24 h period. The
observation of signals on a randomly selected day shows that
the signals are damped during their passage through the wall
and that a time lag exists between the maximums. In order to
obtain a more precise analysis of the different signals, the
calculation of intercorrelation functions was performedbased
over a 15 day period.
First, let us analyze the measured signals on the outer side
of the wall. Calculation of the intercorrelation function of the
signals (T,,,, and F,,,) indicates that the flux signal is

5. Study of the thermal exchanges in the ventilated
layer

In this paragraph we will show how it is possible to acquire
a better knowledge of the operation of the air layer from the
thermal flux measurements. We performed the convective,
radiative flux exchanges and thermal balance calculations on
the air crossing the ventilated layer.
5. I. Study of convective heat exchange
We are now talking about thermal exchanges by natural
convection between the air and the walls of an open rectangular cavity with vents on the top and bottom parts. This
thermal transfer problem by natural convection in a vertical
air channel is classical. It has been the subject of much
research. The different boundary conditions (isothermal
plates, constant flux) led us to choose the correlations suited
to our case. The natural convection operating conditions [ 121
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in a vertical heatedchannelgo through three different transfer
modesaccording to the
Rayleigh number: Ra = pg(A qL3
vu
107<Ra
laminar flow
10’ < Ra < lo9 transition operating condition
lo9 < Ra
turbulent operating condition
The correlations given below are correlations established
in the caseof a vertical and isothermalplate. In order to study
these different correlations, we used the measurementsof
several days recorded at Cadarache.The measurementstep
and thus the calculation step is 5 min. The Grashof number
(Gr = Ra/Pr) is higher than 10’ during the studied period.
The relations proposed by different authors for a Grashof
number between 10’ and lOi are:
Churchill and Chu [ 131:
Nu=[0.825+0.387(RaH”‘7)(1+0.67XPr-056)-0~3]2
McAdams [ 141:
Nu = 0.13Ra’‘3
Fischenden-Saunders[ 15] :
Nu = 0. 107Gr”3
Alamdari and Hammond ( 1) [ 161:
Nu = [ (0.55Gr”4)6 + (0.095Gr”3)6] “6

between

F,,, and FglobM.

ifying the IR emissivity of the heat fluxmeters. A heat
fluxmeter covered by a polished aluminum film of very low
IR emissivity will only be sensitive to the heat transfer by
convection.
We then have:

is the averageflux measuredby
in which ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the ‘reflective’ heat fluxmeters ( ( FcvT+ FcvM+ Fcva) 13).
Tp is the average temperature of the wall (T,,=
(Tc,.~+TcvM+Tcd/3).
TAuldis the averagetemperatureof the air ( (T,,, + T,,) /2).
On the other hand, in the case where the flux sensoris
covered with a film having an emissivity close to that of a
concrete partition ( l = 1) , the measuredflux is then the sum
of the thermal exchanges by convection and by radiation
between the wall and its environment. It is important to note
that the aluminum film locally disrupts the exchangesby
modifying the value of the surfacetemperature.The radiative
componentof the flux can be obtained by making the difference between the flux using the two types of film without
neglecting to make a slight correction in surfacetemperature
for the calculation of the convective component [ 17,181.
5.1.1. Comparison of the different calculated jlux and the
experimentalflux
In the table below, the experimental flux is compared to
the calculatedflux usingthe different correlationspreviously
mentioned,for point A (seeFig. 13).

Alamdari and Hammond (2) [ 161:
hc={[

l.5H”4]L+[

l.23(~“313”6

with AT= (r,, - T,,,,J .
Thesedifferent correlations will be comparedto the results
obtainedwith heat fluxmeter measurementsperformedon the
internal side of the storage wall. Evaluation of the experimental convective exchange coefficient is possibleby mod-

Experimental
Churchill
McAdams
Fischenden
Alamdari ( 1)
Alamdari (2)

41.7
47.3
45.7
42.2
39.1
37.9

Only the flux corresponding to the correlations of Churchill, Fischendenand Alamdari (2) are presentedin Fig. 13.
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The correlation of McAdams is placed betweenthat of Churchill and of Fischenden; the Alamdari (2) correlations are
lower than that of Fischenden.
The correlations closest to the experimental flux are the
correlations given for a vertical plane plate with constant
temperature. The hypothesis of non-interaction of the two
platesis verified. The Fischendencorrelation seemsto be the
best suited to evaluate the flux exchanged in the air layer.
The convective exchangesbetween the insulating panel and
the air can be evaluated in the sameway. The sum of the
convective exchanges will lead us to the evaluation of the
energy exchanged in the air layer.
5.2. Study of radiative exchanges
Part of the energy supplied by the massive wall is
exchangedby radiation with the facing insulatingpanel.This
flux can be calculated using the temperature sensorsplaced
on the massivewall and the insulating panel. The emissivity
of eachpartition was determinedusing an emissometer.
FluxRay=

aSe~h(

Tp4K

-

Tik

LA K)

l/$+1/$-1

The total thermal flux (radiative + convective: measured
by heat fluxmeters covered with a black film) showsthe total
exchange inside the air layer. Otherwise stated, the thermal
exchange by convection of the wall towardsthe fluid plusthe
exchangeby radiation from the massivewall to the insulated
wall. A part of the flux received by the insulating panel is
exchanged by convection with the air circulating in the ventilated layer whereasanother part is transmitted by conduction to the inside of the room.
The sum of the radiative flux and of the convective flux
computedon the wall sidemust be equivalent to the total flux
measuredminus the conduction heat loss through the insulating panel (seeFig. 14).
The thermal flux crossingthe insulating panelis estimated
to be about 10% of the total energy exchanged.

flux.

5.3. Energy resultsinside the air layer
A precise knowledge of the energy balance of the air
crossingthe ventilated layer is a key point in determining the
efficiency of the solar wall we designed, for the thermal
energy is transmitted to the room via the ventilated air layer.
The main difficulty comesfrom the assessment
of the air flow
rate in the air layer. Three methods are compared in order
to use, in the best possibleway, the instrumentation set-up,
and especially to validate one approach when compared to
another.
The results presentedbelow were obtained over several
winter days (from the 8th to the 11th Apr. 1995). The acquisition step is 5 min. The circulation in the air layer was
unhindered; the room was not heated other than by the heat
inputs of the wall.
5.3.1. Resultsdeterminedfrom calculated convectiveJIux
Use of heat fluxmeter sensors(Section 5.1) showed that
the Fischendencorrelation allowed us to instantly and accurately calculate the quantity of energy transmitted to the air
by the wall. This correlation will also be applied to the calculation of convective flux exchanged between the air and
the insulating panel. The energy transmitted to the air is
obtained by the following calculation.
dEn = [ Fluxwall + FluXinspaner]
S,,, dt
in which S,, is the exchange surface which correspondsto
the product of the width of the air layer by the distance
betweenthe vents.
5.3.2. Energy balance on air
This method istricky asit requiresa knowledge of the flow
rate in the air layer and of the temperatures(T,, and T,,,) at
the inlet and the outlet vents in the insulating panel.
Recordings of air speedprofiles and of air temperatures
performed on the vents show that in our experimental configuration, local measurements
are not recommended.Mappings
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48

at the upper vent level allowed us to determine the location
which would give the average temperature (T,,) from a local
measurement. By using an arithmetical method (log-linear
[ 191) we were able to determine the average speed (V,,)
defined from the local speedmeasurementsat the lower vent
level. At the same time, another anemometeris placed in
the center of the lower vent (u,,,~,,). This measuredspeed
(V,,,,,,)
is used as a reference so as to establisha relation
between the central speedand the average speed.
V,, = Co, X u,,,~~, in which Co, is a simple coefficient
with a numerical value dependingnot only on the size of the
vents but also on the flow rate. In spite of this, for a precise
vent size, the determination of the value of the coefficient
(Co,) is very easy to reproduce according to the numberof
testsand doesnot vary much when the flow rate is low (less
than 10%).
In this case the energy balance of the air crossing the
ventilated layer will be written:
En = pC,S,,,,V~,,
5.3.3.

A T = 0.34S,,,,Va,,(

60

Hour
flux measured

.

72

I

4

84

96

on the massive wall.

ing the vertical (z) and by neglecting the viscosity effects,
one can write that the head loss between the entry (lower
vent) and the exit of the channel (upper vent) is equivalent
to:
“V
A Hg,o,,a,
=

Ydz
I
Iv

Supposingthat the temperaturevaries in a linear way, from
the two previous relations we can deducethe air speedin the
ventilated layer.

in m/s, in which Cd= (2/&,,,,)“2
is the discharge
coefficient.
With the sumof the headlosscoefficients thus determined
[20], it is then possibleto calculate the air flow rate in the
air layer.

T,, - T,,, )

Head loss considerations

The flow in the air layer is performed naturally by thermosiphon. The flow rate is directly linked to:
(i) the air temperaturedifference existing betweenthe top
vent and the bottom vent;
(ii) the sum of the head loss due to the passagethrough
the vents and the friction in the ventilated layer.
The global head loss, due to friction and to the singular
head losses,is equal to

in m’/h.
The point of this method is to be able to deduce the air
flow rate only from the measurementsof the air temperature
at the vent level at the top and at the bottom of the insulated
panel. We must neverthelessbe careful as several approximationsare necessaryto finally obtain the following energy
results:
En = 0.34(2( T,, - T,,)

YtViV
,‘,
A f&xx, = l&x+,2g

in which iglobalis the sum of the head losscoefficients, V,,
is the speedin the air layer, yM is the specific averageweight
of the air.
By assimilating the air to a perfect gas, by setting the
hypothesisof a permanent and unidimensionalflow follow-

5.3.4.

Comparison

of the various different

results

A comparison of these three assessments
of the thermal
energy to the room is shown in Fig, 15 for a 4 day period.
The good agreementbetween thesecurves allows us to validateeachof the approachesduring a determinedexperimental
period. From this result, the precision of the correlationsused
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for the calculation of the convective exchanges can be verified
as well as the evaluation of the flow rate inside the air layer,
both being required to model the system.

7. Definition
a

b
CP

6. Conclusions

and discussion

The experimental study of the composite Trombe wall
during a whole year enabled us to obtain a better understanding regarding the working of this composite wall. The winter
period contributed to show the importance of the ‘outside
part’. Some changes were made, such as replacing the glazing
by an alveolar polycarbonate, which limits the night losses.
During less sunny days, when the wall is discharged, an
inverse air thermal circulation was observed. To prevent this
phenomenon, two systems were tested at the lower vent level:
a flexible plastic film as well as a motorized shutter controlled
by a heat fluxmeter. Each system has its advantages and its
drawbacks. The plastic film is not costly, easy to set up but it
creates an additional head loss. The automatic shutter creates
less perturbation on the air flow, but is more expensive and
more complex to set up and control. It could be used for
summer cooling.
The heat fluxmeters, key tools of our instrumentation,
allowed us to estimate the thermal characteristics of the storage wall, to quantify the convective and radiative exchanges
inside the air layer and to evaluate the energy transferred to
the test room. Also, all this acquired data guided us in the
choice of correlations and thermal characteristics necessary
for computer modelling. A thermal simulation programme,
allowing us to know the thermal and energy performances of
various solar wall designs, is undergoing development and
validation. It will give the designers precise information
about the thermal performances of the wall over the year for
different sites.
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of terms

thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
thermal effusivity (J K- ’ rnd2 s- I’*)
massheat at constant pressure(J/kg K)
energy suppliedby the air layer (kJ)
solar irradiation on a vertical plane surface
(W/m’)
convective heat flux measuredby the heat
fluxmeter placed at the top of the air layer
( W/m2)
convective heat flux measuredin the middle of
the air layer (W /m2)
convective flux measuredat the bottom of the air
layer (W/m’)
=(FcvH+FcvM+FcvB)/3
(W/m*)
global flux (convective + radiative) measuredby
the heat fluxmeter placed at the top of the air
layer (W/m2)
global flux (convective + radiative) measuredby
the heat fluxmeter placed in the middle of the air
layer ( W/m2)
global flux (convective + radiative) measuredby
the heat fluxmeter placed at the bottom of the air
layer ( W/m2)
=

( Fgloh~

+ Fgm,~

= Fglob~

l/3

(W/m21

heat flux measuredon the outside face of the wall
( W/m2)
acceleration ( m/s2)
height between vents (m)
Prandtl number
air flow rate (m3/h)
exchange surface (m’)
air layer surface (m’)
vent surface ( m2)
outdoor temperature
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Troom
TCVT
TWM
TCVB
TST
TSM
TSB
TP
TPK
TaT
TCiM
LB
TSex1

L. Zulewski

temperature of the room
surface temperature of the wall
top of the air layer (“C)
surface temperature of the wall
middle of the air layer (“C)
surface temperature of the wall
bottom of the air layer (“C)
surface temperature of the wall
top of the air layer (“C)
surface temperature of the wall
middle of the air layer (“C)
surface temperature of the wall
bottom of the air layer (“C)
=(T,,+T,,+T,B)/3

Ed al. /Energy

measured at the
measured in the
measured at the
measured at the
measured in the
measured at the

(“c)

inner side wall surface temperature (K)
air temperature measured near FcvT (“C)
air temperature measured near FLY,,,,(“C)
air temperature measured near FcvB (“C)
surface temperature of the wall on the outside
face (“C)
T1”s LA
surface temperature of the insulating panel (“C)
Tms LA K surface temperature of the insulating panel (K)
TIns room surface temperature of the insulator room side
Pa
T thud
average temperature of the fluid (“C)
air temperature at the lower vent (“C)
T”
T
air temperature at the upper vent (“C)
A?
= (Tw- T,,) (“‘3
VLA
air speed in the ventilated layer (m/s)
Va”
average value of the air at the lower vent level
(m/s)
dilatation coefficient at constantpressure(Km ’ )
IR emissivity coefficient of the considered
surface
thermal conductivity (W/m “C)
kinematic viscosity (m*/s)
massvolume of the fluid ( kg/m3)
Stephan-Boltzmann constant (u = 5.68 X lo-*
W/m2 K4)
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